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life--results of a four-year follow-up study. The aim of the study was to evaluate the impact of oral

surgery on the patients' quality of life over a period of four years. The study population consisted of
320 patients who were surgically treated at the dental department, Faculty of Medicine, Comenius
University and clinical and laboratory staff responsible for the pre-operative, operative and post-

operative treatment of the patients. The study was performed using the Oral Health Impact Profile
(OHIP-49). Only 17% of the patients before the surgery experienced pain-related impact on their

quality of life, but only 4.7% of patients after surgery felt pain-related impact on their quality of life.
The incidence of symptoms was higher in the group of patients after the surgery, but this was not
statistically significant. Moderate or severe impacts on physical functions were reported by 12% of
the patients before and 15.3% of the patients after the operation. 25% of the patients before and

13.6% after the operation had some impact on their psychical functions. 21% of the patients before
and 12.8% after the operation had some impact on their social activity. The high percentage of

patients having problems with social activity and psychical functions after the surgery
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Streams (#936) Posts : 709Join date : 2012-07-13Age : 42Location : Southern
California Subject: Back to Work…. Wed Nov 27, 2012 8:15 pm Originally posted by
YSCity_of_Alaska: Originally posted by Gulf Streams Back to Work…. Come on back.

bobbluebloodI don't think back to work is that difficult, I just back in time, go to
work, save the world, remember who I am, then go back in time again to save the

world, remember who I am (take that for yourself!).Back to work. Gulf Streams
(#936) Posts : 709Join date : 2012-07-13Age : 42Location : Southern California

Subject: Re: Back to Work…. Wed Nov 27, 2012 9:16 pm You get the full thread, or I
could not convince the mods to give me it. Back to Work…. Come on back.

BobbluebloodI don't think back to work is that difficult, I just back in time, go to
work, save the world, remember who I am, then go back in time again to save the
world, remember who I am (take that for yourself!).Back to work. Back to Work….

Come on back. BobbluebloodI don't think back to work is that difficult, I just back in
time, go to work, save the world, remember who I am, then go back in time again to

save the world, remember who I am (take that for yourself!).Back to work.The
invention relates to a modular connection assembly for a steering wheel of a motor

vehicle, and also to a steering wheel having a support for such a connection
assembly. Such a connection assembly is disclosed in DE 38 14 750 A1. For a hybrid

drive, or specifically for a friction brake, the connection assembly includes two
mutually spaced support elements, which are connected by way of a central

intermediate element. Each support element has a radial shoulder, which matches
the radius of the steering wheel, and includes thereon an axial bolt by means of

which it is connected to the steering wheel. Since the connection assembly must be
able to withstand certain mechanical
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